
We completed our second PSO meeting yesterday evening.  Here are a few notes and highlights.
 
Helen and Barb distributed a stupendous handout last week, “Why we’re “Mint” for each other”.  The 
handout provided a lot of detail regarding background on the PSO and information regarding how to 
volunteer.  Thank you Helen and Barb!  You ROCK!
 
Martha Page Althaus completed the form and will be contacted regarding interest to join the Family Fun 
team. 
 
Family Fun will include Bingo Night and Skating at a minimum.  We will see what else can be lined up 
with the help of the newly assigned leader.
 
The Boosterthon fund raiser has been moved out to May thanks to Coach Leigh Carter!   Elke is signing 
the new contract.  We are looking for volunteers to help support this event.  Kick off discussions will occur 
in the Mar./April timeframe. 
 
The PSO will assume responsibility for the end of year student celebration that will replace field day.  
Ideas are welcome.  Suggestions include an augmented pool party to include DJ and food or a bounce 
house set up in the parking lot or at the park.
 
Kudos to Helen again for organizing the PSO fund raising event at City BBQ this past Monday.  More to 
come on how successful this was.
 
Katherine Mitchell is awaiting instructions on how to kick of Spirit Gear activities.  Chelsey will be in 
contact with details related to a website that is already available to us.  Tom and Rosie will be consulted 
before this is released to families.  Chelsey to follow up on this item.
 
Brandi and Heather provided a teacher appreciation update: Sept. Southern BBQ lunch provided, Oct. a 
healthy trail mix bar will be provided, Nov. a coffee truck will be provided.
 
Lindsay provide a cultural arts update.  We have a phenomenal line up…Japanese Magical Journey in 
Oct., Rainforest Animals in Dec., forward Motion BMX in Mar., and STEM the Musical in May.  Lindsay is 
going to fu with Rosie and Tom to see if parents are welcome.  Great Job Lindsay!  We are excited about 
the programs that you have secured.  Thank you Barb for coordinating signature pages!
 
Kristen and Stacy, will you kindly confirm when the book fair is to occur and if you have coordinated with 
Rosie regarding the school calendar?
 
Leah, will you kindly confirm when the uniform sale will occur?
 
Fonda agreed to look into the list of grocery stores that link with RLS on store item purchases and provide 
benefits to schools.
 
Todd provided a financial overview.  Fund raising efforts will help support the PSO fund and determine if 
other events that can be supported including a middle school party.
 


